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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Proton MR spectroscopy has demonstrated reduced levels
of N-acetylaspartate (NAA) in normal-appearing occipital and frontal regions of patients with
acute nonpenetrating traumatic brain injury (TBI). We studied the relationship of frontopa-
rietal NAA, choline (Cho), and creatine (Cr) to test the hypothesis that reduction in NAA is
predictive of cognitive outcome.

METHODS: Proton spectra were collected by using conventional 2D chemical shift imaging
in five healthy children and seven children (6 weeks to 3 years) with severe (n � 4), moderate
(n � 2), or mild (n � 1) TBI. Spectra in the anterior and posterior regions of the left and right
frontoparietal areas were averaged for analysis by using LCModel, with a phantom-established
basis function, for quantification of NAA, Cho, and Cr concentrations. Intellectual function,
expressive language, and arithmetic capability were measured within 4 months of imaging.

RESULTS: NAA/Cho concentration was lower in TBI patients than in control subjects, but no
group differences were present for Cho or Cr. Hemispheric levels for NAA, Cho, and Cr were
higher on the left than on the right, but we found no effect of region and no interactions.
Cognition was lower in the TBI group than the control group and correlated with NAA levels.
Left frontal Cho was also correlated with arithmetic scores, whereas Cr was not significantly
correlated.

CONCLUSION: NAA levels remain low after TBI and are related to cognitive function.
Neurometabolite values are greater in the left frontoparietal region than in the right, and the
left frontal Cho level is related to arithmetic ability.

Conventional MR imaging can be used to delineate
the presence of blood, extra-axial fluid, and major
disruption of tissue with any associated cerebral
edema by using a combination of gradient echo, T1-
weighted, and T2-weighted sequences, including flu-
id-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR). Newer se-
quences such as diffusion-weighted imaging and

susceptibility-weighted imaging (1) provide additional
information regarding disruption of white matter and
the more sensitive detection of hemorrhage in rela-
tion to shear injury, respectively. However, the rela-
tion of MR imaging to cognitive outcome after trau-
matic brain injury (TBI) has been inconsistent across
studies (2). Magnetization transfer imaging has been
conducted in adults to evaluate axonal injury (3).
However, there is growing interest in utilizing MR
spectroscopy in TBI research to investigate changes
in brain metabolites, such as reduced N-acetylaspar-
tate (NAA) levels, which reflect a loss of neuronal
and axonal integrity (4). The TBI literature suggests
value in obtaining spectra from areas of the brain
without MR imaging abnormalities (5–9). To date,
much of the work has been performed in animal
models (10) or adults (6, 8, 9, 11) by using single voxel
techniques. Preliminary investigations of TBI in in-
fants and children with single-voxel MR spectroscopy
have revealed that reduced NAA and elevated lactate
within a month after injury (5, 12) are predictive of
poor long-term outcome, including effects on intel-
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lectual and neuropsychological functioning (12).
However, the MR spectroscopy literature lacks infor-
mation concerning the long-term effects of pediatric
TBI on alterations in neurometabolites in relation to
neurobehavioral outcome.

To measure late changes in neurometabolites after
pediatric TBI, we applied the 2D chemical shift im-
aging (CSI) technique to acquire 1H MR spectra in
school-aged children at least 6 weeks after injury. In
addition, we measured their intellectual function and
other cognitive abilities within 2 weeks of imaging and
analyzed the findings in relation to the neurometabo-
lites. We set out to test the hypothesis that reduction
in NAA is predictive of cognitive outcome in children.

Methods

Subjects
Seven children with TBI associated with closed head trauma,

(Table 1), and five uninjured control subjects were examined.
Table 1 indicates that four of the patients had severe injuries,
whereas two were moderately injured, and a single child had a
mild injury, according to their lowest postresuscitation Glasgow
Coma Scale score (13). Time postinjury ranged from 6 weeks to
3 years. Age at the time of imaging did not significantly differ
between patients with TBI (mean � standard deviation [SD],
10.66 � 2.30 years) and healthy children (10.61 � 1.92 years),
with F(1,10) � 0.00 and P � .97. All of the children were
right-hand dominant with the exception of one female control
subject, who was ambidextrous. Three children with TBI and all
uninjured control subjects were imaged within 1 month of their
evaluation. All children were imaged within 4 months of their
neuropsychological evaluation.

MR Imaging Method
Data were acquired by using a 1.5T machine (Gyroscan

Intera; Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with a receive-only cir-
cularly polarized head coil. In each subject, sagittal T1-
weighted, axial T2-weighted, coronal FLAIR and axial gradi-
ent-echo imaging was performed before MR spectroscopy.

Phantoms
Three metabolite solution phantoms—one each for NAA,

Cho, and Cr—were produced to create a reference “basis”
spectrum file for the LCModel (Provencher; Ontario, Canada)
MR spectroscopic analysis software package, which allowed
quantification of the metabolites from the in vivo data (14).
This is a well-established, commercially available product that
uses a least-squares-fit algorithm. The LCModel documenta-
tion (15) was used as a guideline for the phantom constituents
and concentrations. The measurements for the basis function
were conducted by using the same pulse sequence, TR, and TE
as that used for the in vivo studies. A series of spectra with
various TRs and TEs were acquired to obtain T1 and T2
correction factors for water and each metabolite. A conversion
factor between the signal intensity amplitude from one voxel in
the CSI and that from the single voxel water spectrum was
obtained from phantom measurements as well.

A phantom containing all three metabolites in concentra-
tions similar to those found in the normal brain was made to
analyze both the spatial homogeneity and temporal stability
of the received signal intensity. The solution phantoms were
made to be uniform and stable. Four sets of identical mea-
surements were obtained in the transverse plane. Although
only NAA, Cr, and Cho were quantified in this phantom,
myo-inositol, glutamine, and glutamate were also added to
the metabolite phantom at physiologic levels, as this allowed
us to include the effects of possible interactions among all of
the metabolites on the quantitative analysis. Finally, all
phantoms contained sodium azide as a preservative and
potassium phosphates as pH buffers.

MR Spectroscopic Method
Proton spectra were collected using 2D CSI technique with

the region of interest preselected by means of point-resolved
spectroscopy (PRESS). This technique has the advantage that
data from multiple voxels are acquired simultaneously, allow-
ing us to compare metabolite levels in several regions in a
relatively short data acquisition time. For each subject, an
11-section MR imaging localizer sequence was first performed
so that the CSI volume of interest (VOI) of 80 � 80 � 15 mm
could be precisely located. This enabled us to duplicate the
VOI position on follow-up MR spectroscopy in the same sub-
ject and to ensure similar positioning among our sample of

TABLE 1: Clinical and demographic information for children with TBI

Patient/Sex
GCS
Score

Mechanism
of Injury

Age at
Injury (y)

Age at
MRS (y)

Age at
Testing (y)*

GOS
Score MR Imaging Finding

1/M 15 Fall 7.4 7.8 7.8 1 Normal
2/F 8 Hit by auto 8.0 8.3 8.3 2 Bilateral superior frontal gyrus gray

matter hemosiderin deposit
3/F 3 Hit by auto 12.1 12.4 12.3 2 R temporal lobe white matter atrophy
4/F 11 Hit by auto 8.2 9.9 10.2 1 L frontal lobe gray matter and white

matter encephalomalacia and
shearing injury; bilateral middle
frontal, inferior frontal, and gyrus
rectus encephalomalacia; L orbital
gyrus encephalomalacia

5/F 4 Hit by auto 10.1 10.2 10.4 2 Bilateral frontal lobe white matter
gliosis and L frontal lobe gray matter
hemosiderin; L gyrus rectus gliosis;
posterior corpus callosum gliosis

6/M 3 Hit by auto 10.5 11.8 11.5 1 R frontal lobe white matter gliosis and
hemosiderin

7/F 10 Hit by auto 11.1 14.2 14.5 1 Bilateral gyrus rectus atrophy

Note.—GCS indicates Glasgow Coma Scale; GOS, Glasgow Outcome Scale score (1 � good, 2 � moderate, 3 � severe); and MRS, MR
spectroscopy.

* Age at testing is reported for the evaluation closest in time to imaging.
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subjects. The 2D CSI plane was positioned obliquely, as de-
picted in Figure 1.

The anterior aspect of the plane was located �2 cm above
the floor of the anterior cranial fossa, parallel to the anterior
aspect of the body of the corpus callosum, and immediately
above the cingulate gyrus at an angle of 25–30° to the anterior
commissure–posterior commissure line. This position allowed
simultaneous coverage of the frontal lobe, as well as the pos-
terior frontoparietal region, in one 15-mm-thick CSI section to
include predominantly white matter. The field of view for the
2D CSI was 200 � 200 mm, with 20 � 20 phase encoding steps,
yielding 10-mm in-plane resolution.

Scalp lipid suppression was achieved by using eight MREST
pulses that were incorporated into the spectroscopic software
and saturated the voxels outside the VOI. The MREST pulses
did not affect the signal intensity inside the quantified voxels.
Each acquisition had 1024 time-domain sampling points,, and
no subsequent apodization was performed. TR/TE was 1500/60
ms. This TE was chosen to avoid strong macromolecule base-
lines and coupled spins found at shorter TEs (e.g., 30 ms),
while we minimized T2-weighting and signal intensity loss at
longer TEs (e.g., 136 ms). NEX for 2D CSI was set to 1. In each
subject, a single-voxel water reference spectrum was also ob-
tained in the gray matter at the center of the 2D CSI plane for
signal intensity calibration (TR/TE/NEX, 5000/31/4). This was
based on the assumption that the water content of the gray
matter is relatively constant (approximately 78%).

The first step in the data reduction was to import the local-
izer and 2D CSI data for each subject into a software package
(Spectro Tool; Philips Medical Systems). This software allowed
us to average a group of typically four to six voxels that in-
cluded predominantly white matter in each of the four areas of
interest (left and right frontal lobes and left and right posterior
frontoparietal lobes). A separate program written Interactive
Data Language (IDL, Research Systems, Denver, CO) was
used to convert the data in each region into a format for use in
LCModel. Other corrections entered into the LCModel anal-
ysis included the relaxation effects of metabolites in the phan-
tom and in normal brain tissue (16). Water scaling was done in
the LCModel analysis by using the data from the water refer-
ence spectrum.

Cognitive Testing
Patients with TBI completed a neuropsychological evalua-

tion at baseline and at approximately 3, 6, 12, and 24 months
after their injury as part of an ongoing study. One patient was
also reevaluated at 36 months after injury. Healthy control
subjects were matched to the patients by age and given a more
limited battery of neuropsychological tests on one occasion.
Cognitive testing of the patients and control subjects included
the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (17), a brief
measure of intellectual function; the Formulated Sentences

subtest of the Clinical Examination of Language Function (18),
which measures expressive language; and the Calculations
subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson Test (19), a measure of
written arithmetic. Children with TBI were administered the
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence at the 6-month
evaluation (patients 1, 2, 3, 5, 6), the 24-month evaluation
(patient 4), or 36 months after injury, (patient 7) (Table 1).
Standard scores adjusted for age were analyzed for the cogni-
tive tests.

Statistical Analysis
The metabolites were analyzed using a general linear mixed

model with Statistical Analysis System software (SAS Institute;
Cary, NC). Group (TBI, control) was the between-subject fac-
tor, and hemisphere (left, right) and region (frontal, posterior)
were the within-subject factors.

Results

MR Imaging Findings
No abnormalities were found in the healthy control

subjects. Table 1 summarizes the MR imaging results.
Patient 1 had normal examination results, patient 3
had right temporal lobe atrophy, and patient 6 had
gliotic change in the right frontal white matter, with
hemosiderin. The remaining four children had bilat-
eral frontal volume loss, two with superficial siderosis,
and patient 4 had hemosiderin and encephalomalacia
involving the left frontal gray and white matter, re-
spectively. Figure 1 shows that the region of interest
for spectroscopy was generally away from the site of
most of these injuries.

Metabolite Levels in TBI and Control Groups
Table 2 shows the average of the LCModel least-

squares analysis for each metabolite according to
group, side, and region. Table 3 summarizes results of
the statistical analysis of the metabolites.

The level of NAA tended to be lower in the TBI
group than in the control group (Table 2), and this
effect of group approached significance (Table 3). A
significant effect of side was present, reflecting gen-
erally higher left frontoparietal NAA values relative
to right hemisphere values (Table 3). When we aver-
aged the results across groups and regions, the left
frontoparietal NAA level was 10.01 � 0.76 (mean �

FIG 1. Position of the spectroscopic
imaging VOI, as viewed in the axial and
sagittal planes. On the axial image, the
outlined sections inside the VOI depict
voxels typically selected for the four re-
gions of interest, and the pattern sur-
rounding the VOI is the area covered by
the eight multiple regional saturation tech-
nique (MREST) pulses for saturating lipid
signals from the scalp.
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SD in mmol/L) compared with 9.54 � 0.99 for the
right hemisphere. However, we observed no interac-
tions of group with the side or region of the brain and
no main effect of region. Although the group differ-
ence in Cho was not significant (Table 3), the later-
ality effect was significant, as levels were higher in the
left hemisphere (overall 2.13 � 0.33) than in the right
hemisphere (1.88 � 0.33). However, we found no
significant interaction of group with either hemi-
sphere or region of brain for Cho. Similar analysis of
Cr also revealed a significant side effect with higher
left (9.89 � 1.29) than right (9.08 � 1.29) frontopa-
rietal values but no significant effect of group or
region and no interaction.

With evidence for greater reproducibility of brain
metabolite peaks using ratios (20), we also analyzed
the NAA/Cr and NAA/Cho ratios. Although analysis
of the NAA/Cr ratio revealed no significant effects,
NAA/Cho values were lower in the patients with TBI
than in the control subjects (Table 3). However, we
observed no significant interaction of group with ei-
ther side or region for NAA/Cho. Figure 2 depicts
sample spectra showing the metabolites of interest in
the frontoparietal region in one patient and one con-
trol representative of the SNR. From the phantom
metabolite homogeneity tests, mean values of the
left-to-right metabolite ratios and 95% confidence
intervals of the means were calculated to be 1.01 �
0.05 for NAA, 0.99 � 0.04 for Cho, and 0.99 � 0.02
for Cr. Again, these tests were performed with the
VOI oriented in the transverse plane. To exclude the
possibility that the hemispheric asymmetry of neuro-
metabolites could have been due to our acquiring the
data with an oblique VOI, the homogeneity tests were
repeated on the phantom with an oblique VOI pro-
ducing essentially unchanged results showing no
asymmetry.

MR Spectroscopic Findings in Relation to
Cognitive Test Data

As shown in Table 4, the control group performed
above the level of the patients with TBI on all tests.
Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for
the average metabolite values and for each of the four
regions. Table 5 summarizes these coefficients for the
relation between the cognitive test variables and the
neurometabolites, including the overall levels aver-
aged across the four regions and the values for the left
and right frontal regions. No correlation coefficient
involving the parietal region was significant. Correla-
tion coefficients were significant for arithmetic scores
in relation to NAA values for each frontal lobe but
not for the composite value averaged across all four
regions. The correlation between left frontal NAA
and intellectual level (on the Wechsler Abbreviated
Scale of Intelligence) approached significance. Left
frontal Cho was also related to arithmetic scores.
Findings for Cr were limited to a correlation with
expressive language that approached significance for
the overall mean averaged across the four anatomic
regions (Table 5). We found support for our hypoth-T
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esis that reduction in NAA is demonstrated to predict
some aspects of cognitive outcome, despite the small
numbers.

Discussion
The major finding on MR spectroscopy, which dis-

tinguished children with TBI at ages 7–12 years was
lower NAA levels, especially when it was analyzed as
a ratio to Cho. This finding of reduced NAA, which
we obtained after postinjury intervals ranging from 6
weeks to 3 years, is consistent with previous reports of
pediatric patients with TBI examined within 1 month
postinjury by using the single-voxel technique (5, 12).

Our findings extend previous pediatric TBI studies by
demonstrating a residual loss of NAA at later postin-
jury intervals. We interpret the NAA data as evidence
for frontoparietal neuronal and axonal injury. NAA
also had the most robust relation to cognitive func-
tion, including intellectual function and arithmetic. In
contrast, Cho and Cr had less consistent and generally
lower correlations with the cognitive variables. Al-
though expressive language, as measured by the
CELF was also impaired in the patients with TBI
relative to the uninjured control subjects, it was not
related to the neurometabolite levels as demon-
strated for intellectual function and arithmetic.

We also observed hemispheric asymmetry of NAA,
Cho, and Cr, which were generally higher in the left
hemisphere than in the right hemisphere and which
did not interact with group or region. The Cho signal
intensity that appears prominently on 1H MR spec-
troscopy during early brain development compared
with the adult brain most likely represents the high
levels of substrate needed for the formation of cell
membranes and myelin (16, 21–23).

Whole-brain spectroscopy can be used to study
global changes in total brain NAA (24). Use of the 2D
CSI technique in the present study, however, facili-
tated analysis of hemispheric asymmetries while it
limits acquisition time, a factor that is important for
imaging brain injured children. Furthermore, the fre-
quency-dependent volume shift for single-voxel tech-
niques is not present for spectra of individual voxels

FIG 2. Average spectra obtained from the
left frontal lobe of a patient versus that of a
control demonstrates a decrease in NAA
after TBI.

TABLE 3: Summary of the analysis of metabolites for effects of group (G), side (S), and region (R) of brain

Factor

NAA Ch Cr NAA/Cr NAA/Cho

F df P Value F df P Value F df P Value F df P Value F df P Value

Group 3.94 1,10 0.075 1.21 1,10 .296 0.06 1,10 .816 0.47 1,10 .509 5.51 1,10 .041
Side 7.11 1,10 0.0236 8.650 1,10 .015 7.01 1,10 .024 1.17 1,10 .305 2.36 1,10 .155
Region 0.21 1,10 0.660 0.45 1,10 .520 2.23 1,10 .901 0.13 1,10 .729 0.23 1,10 .644
G � S 0.02 1,10 0.894 0.06 1,10 .809 0.17 1,10 .69 0.81 1,10 .389 0.07 1,10 .798
G � R 1.92 1,9 0.196 0.00 1,9 .956 0.28 1,9 .611 0.06 1,10 .808 0.060 1,10 .808

TABLE 4: Cognitive test findings in the TBI and control groups
(mean � SD)

Test and Group Result t P Value

WASI 4.26 .0017
Control 113.80 � 12.56
TBI 85.86 � 10.19

WJ Math 5.54 .0002
Control 120.20 � 14.99
TBI 84.86 � 6.91

CELF 3.87 .0031
Control 117.00 � 9.75
TBI 92.00 � 11.82

Note.—CELF indicates Clinical Examination of Language Func-
tion; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; and WJ Math,
Woodcock Johnson Arithmetic Achievement subtest.
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defined by the 2D phase encoding in CSI, which is an
advantage for analyzing brain symmetry. We have
reviewed the literature on hemispheric asymmetries
in brain metabolites to provide a developmental
framework for interpreting the higher level of left
than right frontoparietal NAA, Cho, and Cr. Findings
for hemispheric asymmetry of neurometabolites have
been inconsistent across spectroscopic studies of
healthy adult comparison groups. Moore et al (25)
found that the ratio of Cho to Cr and phosphocre-
atine was generally lower in the left temporal lobe
than in the right temporal lobe in groups of adults
with schizophrenia and healthy control subjects,
whereas other investigators have noted individual
variation in interhemispheric hippocampal asymme-
try of NAA, Cho, and Cr (26). In contrast, Pouwels
and Frahm (20) found a homogeneous distribution of
NAA throughout the brain, with the highest regional
concentrations of Cho and Cr in cerebellum; the
intraindividual right-to-left concentration ratio for
Cho in the frontal lobe was 0.90 � 0.12 in seven adult
subjects, a trend consistent with our findings. Inter-
hemispheric asymmetries in brain metabolites should
be interpreted with caution due to variation with
repeated testing (26). Analysis of ratios enhances the
reproducibility of interhemispheric asymmetries, at
least in normal adults (26). In our cross-sectional
study, the frontal Cho level greater on the left than on
the right was confirmed when ratios were analyzed,
but we did not evaluate its reproducibility. The pos-
sibility that the asymmetry in neurometabolites is an
artifact is unsupported by data we acquired from a
uniform phantom solution.

Recent MR imaging investigation of regional and
hemispheric variation in cortical and subcortical de-
velopment (27, 28) is relevant to our finding of a
hemispheric asymmetry in NAA, Cho, and Cr in chil-
dren. These asymmetries may be related to the age-
related specialization of the left frontoparietal region
for language in typically developing children (28, 29),
a possibility that is also consistent with the decline in
frontoparietal cortical gray matter after age 6 years
that is associated with prolonged myelination. Con-
current spectroscopic and morphometric studies

linked with measures of language development could
investigate this hypothesis. Whether the lateralized
gradient for NAA, Cho, and Cr facilitates functional
hemispheric specialization or is a product of this pro-
cess is unknown.

Limitations of this initial study include the small
sample size, heterogeneous population, and limited
range of neuropsychological testing. A larger sample
size, including the spectrum of postresuscitation Glas-
gow Coma Scale scores, would also facilitate analysis
of TBI severity, which was not possible in the present
study. Longitudinal investigation is also needed to
determine the effect of TBI on cognitive development
in relation to changes in neurometabolites, especially
NAA. The use of an intermediate TE of 60 ms im-
proved the signal-to-noise of the spectra but did not
allow us to quantify glutamine and glutamate. We
also acknowledge that myo-inositol is important to
include in a future study.

Conclusion

Our research extends prior reports of acutely de-
creased NAA levels after TBI in children (5, 12) to
later phases of recovery and shows that residual levels
are moderately related to cognitive function on mea-
sures of arithmetic and intellectual ability. In con-
trast, levels of Cho and Cr did not differ between the
groups of brain-injured children and healthy children.
The relation of Cho and Cr to cognitive variables was
weaker and less consistent relative to the correlations
of arithmetic and intellectual function with NAA. We
also found hemispheric lateralized asymmetry of
NAA, Cho, and Cr in typically developing children
and brain-injured children. These increased hemi-
sphere neurometabolite levels, left greater than right,
may be related to an age-related increase in left hemi-
sphere specialization for language with associated
loss of cortical gray matter and ongoing myelination
in this region. Longitudinal spectroscopic investiga-
tion of children is necessary to evaluate this interpre-
tation of our data, pending replication in another
cross-sectional study.

TABLE 5: Pearson correlation coefficients between brain metabolite levels and cognitive scores

Test

Composite L Frontal R Frontal

Cho Cr NAA Cho Cr NAA Cho Cr NAA

WASI
Correlation �0.20 �0.02 0.29 �0.39 0.19 0.51 0.04 �0.20 0.47
P value .55 .94 .36 .21 .54 .09 .91 .54 .12

WJ MATH
Correlation �0.22 0.06 0.54 �0.57 0.02 0.64 0.12 �0.07 0.72
P value .49 .84 .07 .06 .95 .03* .71 .84 .01†

CELF
Correlation �0.03 �0.50 0.21 �0.01 �0.11 0.32 �0.09 �0.47 0.38
P value .92 .10 .50 .99 .74 .31 .78 .12 .23

Note.—CELF indicates Clinical Examination of Language Function; WASI, Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; and WJ Math, Woodcock
Johnson Arithmetic Achievement subtest. Correlations for L and R parietal regions were not significant and are not shown.

* P � .05.
† P � .01.
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